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VIJAYANAGAR AND OTHER KINGDOM QUESTIONS

O

M

QUHASA

1)Who got the monumental rayagopurams in front of the temples at HAMPI,
Torivannamalai, chidambaram Sri Rangam, Tirupati etc. constructed ?

A

>Vidyaranya
>Krishnadeva Raya
>Harihara
>Rajaraja

S

Answer:
>Krishnadeva Raya

A

2)The rulers of Vijayanagar promoted-

H

>Hindi, Marathi, and Sanskrt
>Malayalam, Tamil, and Sanskrit
>Tamil, Telgue and Sanskrit
>Telugu, Urdu, and Sanskrit

U

Answer:
>Tamil, Telgue and Sanskrit

Q

3)Who among the following Bahmani rulers built the famous Gol Gumbaj at
Bijapur?
>Mohammd Adil Shah
>Mahmud Gawan
>Yusuf Adil Shah
>Ismail Adil Shah
Answer:
>Mohammd Adil Shah
4)Bijapur is known for its>Heavy rainfall
>Rock Temple
>Gol Gumbaj
>State of Gomateshwara

M

Answer:
>Gol Gumbaj

O

5)The Bahmanis of the Decan rose to Prominence in which of the following
Centuries?

.C

>13th century
>14th Century
>15th Century
>16th Century

A

Answer:
>14th Century

S

6)The most imortant cause of the downfall of the vijaynagar empire was-

A

>Rivalries with in the empire
>Unity among the Muslim rulers of Bijapur, Golkunda and Ahmadnagar
>Rebelion of the Hindu feudatories
>Weak successors of Krishnadebva Raya

H

Answer:
>Unity among the Muslim rulers of Bijapur, Golkunda and Ahmadnagar

U

7)Taraf in the Bahmani Kingdom signfied-

Q

>Province
>Lord grant
>Transit Tax
>Gold Coin
Answer:
>Province

8)When Babur invaded India who was the ruler of Vijaynagar emire in South
India ?
>Saluva Narasimha
>Devaraya II
>Krishnadeva Raya
>Sadashiva Raya
Answer:
>Krishnadeva Raya

M

9)Which one of the following regons was not the bone of contention between the
Vijaynagar rulers and the Bahamani sultans ?

Answer:
>Warangal

A

10)The Nayakas in the Vijaynagar empire were-

.C

O

>Krishna-Godavari Delta
>Marathwada Country
>Tungbhadra Country
>Warangal

S

>Central Ministers
>Military Chiefs controlling particular territories
>Cavalry soldiers
>Priests of large and powerful temples

A

Answer:
>Military Chiefs controlling particular territories

H

11)When harihar and Bukka set up a principality in the South India, which later
become Vijaynagar Empire Who was the Sultan at Delhi ?

U

>Jalaluddin Khaliji
>Alauddin Khilji
>Mohammad bin Tughlaq
>Firoz Shah Tughlaq

Q

Answer:
>Mohammad bin Tughlaq
12)The first dynasty of the Vijaynagar Kingdom was>Sangama
>Tuluva
>Salukva
>Hoyasala
Answer:
>Sangama
13)Which one of the following pairs is not correctly matched ?
>Hoysala Dwarasmudra
>Pallavan--------Vatapi

Answer:
>Pallavan--------Vatapi

.C

14)Which region of India was ruled by Sultan Zainul Abidin ?

O

M

>Pandyas------Madurai
>Yadavas-------Devagiri

A

>Assam
>Delhi
>Kashmir
>Orissa

S

Answer:
>Kashmir

15)Which one of the following was the capital of Hoyasals ?

H

U

Answer:
>Dwarasamudra

A

>Malkhed
>Dwarasamudra
>Somnathpur
>Badami

Q

16)A forgotten empire written by the renowned historian Rovert Sewell is about
which one of the following Empires ?
>Mauryan Empire
>Kushan Empire
>Vijayanagar Empire
>Mughal Empire
Answer:
>Vijayanagar Empire
17)What is the meaning of Athavana ?
>Revenue Department
>Revenue
>Import Tax
>Trade Tax
Answer:
>Revenue Department

O

>Eight ministers
>Eight Telugu poets
>Eight Great Generals
>Eight advisors

.C

Answer:
>Eight Telugu poets

19)The city of Jaunpur was founded in the memory of -

S

A

>Ghiyasuddin Tughlaq
>Mohammad bin Tughlaq
>Firoz Tughlaq
>Akbar

A

Answer:
>Mohammad bin Tughlaq

20)The Bahmani Kingdom was founded in the year-

U

Q

Answer:
>1347

H

>1336
>1338
>1347
>1361

M

18)Who were the ashta diggaja in the court of Krishnadeva Raya?
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